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Introduction
Some organisations are simply not at the scale to require a fulltime Chief
Information Security Officer; for other organisations their CISO could really
just do with another pair of hands. Sometimes you don't need a neat
packaged-service, but you just need some help with a project.
Whatever cybersecurity challenge your organisation is facing, we offer
cybersecurity consultancy which can help.

Consultancy Services
Cybersecurity Capability Review

Board Advisory Service

If you're looking for an independent
review of your cybersecurity stance,
looking at organisation maturity across
key areas our capability review will
deliver just that.

Companies put their staff through
security awareness training, but what is
your security team doing to support
your organisation's board? Our advisory
service aims help your business leaders
understand today's threat landscape.

Vulnerability Management

Incident Response Testing

Bypassing file restrictions to upload
malicious files to gain command
execution on vulnerable web servers
and to pivot into DMZ and internal
networks.

When was the last time you dusted off
your disaster recovery and incident
response plan? How do you know it's
appropriate for the risks of today?
Incident response testing, commonly
known as "Wargaming" can give you
confidence in your plan, or guidance on
improving it.
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Incident Response Scenario Testing
“Wargaming”
Wargaming is as a table top exercise, working through a realistic cybersecurity scenario
to see how your organisation would react. From following through your incident
response methodology, to thinking on your feet when things don’t go according to plan.
A scenario will be presented to the group and adjusted through injects, in real-time as
they work through the steps. In a real incident you rarely have all the information to start
and managing information gathering, attack mitigation, and public relations, all at the
same time can be a challenge. This service lets you try out your response plan, before it’s
needed for real.
Cybersecurity Capability Review
If you’re looking for an independent review of your organisation’s security stance, our
capability review will deliver that. We review the following key areas:
Design

Implementation

Monitoring

Response

Security Policy

Gold Builds

Logging and Monitoring

Incident Response Plan

Asset Management

Policy Implementation

Alert Generation

Disaster Recovery Plan

Awareness Training

Vulnerability Management

Behavioural Analysis

Incident Scenario Testing

Network Architecture

Security Testing

Threat Hunting

Backup Solution

Network Segmentation

WHY AKIMBOCORE?
AkimboCore are a cybersecurity firm that have been innovating on security
testing services since 2019. We’re not a generic consultancy trying to cover a
broad range of services, we’re focused on cybersecurity.
Our team has many years of experience working through complex security
products, assessing complex projects for security improvement, and
guiding organisations to a higher level of cybersecurity maturity.
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